We present details of an experimental method to measure the field modulated surface resistance (dR,/dH) of superconducting films accurately, which enables both field and temperature sweep experiments and is particularly useful for low-field or near T, measurements. The complex surface impedance Z,(H,T) =R,(H,T) + iX,(H, T) can also be simultaneously measured. This technique utilizes specially built circuitry to lock the microwave source to the cavity and keep the input power of the cavity constant, even as the resonant frequency or Q value of the cavity changes with changing temperature or applied field. With the above circuitry, we were able to measure (dR,/dH) directly rather than (dP/dH) as in some modulated microwave absorption measurements. With the high accuracy offered by the modulation technique and the high Q of the cavity, important information about the magnetic-field response of superconducting films, such as dynamics of vortices and low-field properties of weak links can be obtained. The technique can also be employed to measure any possible spontaneously induced internal fields in two-dimensional high-l", superconductors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of high-temperature superconductors has posed new challenges for performing accurate measurements. A particularly important area concerns the microwave response of superconductors, which has been shown to yield important information regarding both the Meissner and the mixed state of superconductors. The zero-field microwave response, usually characterized in terms of a surface impedance 2, =R,+ ix,, yields' important insights regarding the energy gap, the quasiparticles and the nature of pairing. The response at nonzero fields can lead to gap spectroscopy in the Meissner state, and information regarding vortex dynamics in the mixed state. " The very low values of R, at elevated temperatures in high quality samples of high-T, superconductors has motivated the search for new techniques with high sensitivity using superconducting resonators. However, these methods do not enable field-dependent measurements. due to shielding by the superconducting cavity material, usually a low-T, material. The microwave response of superconducting films at high fields (up to 7 T) has been measured3 using a copper cavity with the flm as an end plate. These measurements have shown that the various phase boundaries, such as the upper critical field Hc2 and a vortex field scale H* can be seen in the microwave response. Because of the large fields involved resulting in large changes in Z,, these measurements were able to rely on subtraction of the background due to the normal Cu cavity. However such subtraction methods are insensitive for measuring low-field response in high quality samples. The present work employs a modulation method which has substantial sensitivity at very low fields.
The advantage of modulation methods to enhance sensitivity is generally well known. In high-T, superconductors, it was realized4-9 early on that standard EPR spectrometers gave easily measurable signals for polycrystal superconduct@Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
ors. This was followed by many experiments using this technique, variously called nonresonant microwave absorption,4-7 or MAMMA.a
In this paper we present a technique, modulated microwave surface impedance, which enables easy and accurate measurement of dR,/dH and simultaneous measurement of R, (T,H) and X,(T,H) of high quality superconducting films. We have developed a locking circuitry that essentially has two features. First, it can always lock the microwave source to the microwave cavity, even though the characteristics of the latter, viz., resonant frequency and Q, may be changing strongly with temperature T or applied field H. This not only enables us to measure resonant frequency shifts and hence the microwave reactance changes accurately through the superconducting transition, but also allows the use of the high Q cavity to enhance accuracy. Secondly, the locking circuitry can keep the input power of the cavity constant. With the constant input power and the frequency locking, a relationship between the signal and the loaded Q can be established for a high Q cavity working in transmission mode. As a result, the surface resistance R,(T,H) and its field dependence dR,ldH can be measured by measuring the amplitude of the output signal and its field modulation. On the other hand, in the EPR-based experiments, dPldH (P is the power absorbed) rather than dR,ldH is measured and dX,ldH is difficult to obtain. This is because the input power is changing with temperature. Also, the geometric factor is precisely known in our experiment, enabling absolute measurements of Z, . Since the material parameter is Z,, not P, the present method enables fundamental conclusions to be drawn regarding the superconductor. Furthermore, more precise temperature sweep experiments can be done more easily with our technique than by the EPR-based setup. This feature is crucial for measurements within or near the superconducting transition, where small temperature fluctuations may result in a large error and a steady enough temperature is difficult to achieve for field sweep experiments. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A. Cavity configuration
The sample, usually a film deposited on a substrate of typical dimensions 0.5X0.5 in., formed the end plate of a copper cavity. To reduce the cavity dimensions, the cavity was fully loaded with c-axis cut sapphire, whose loss tangent is extremely low. All our measurements were done with the TEoll mode which has high Q and zero current going through the joints between the cavity body and the end plates. It is crucial to separate the TEatr mode from the TM,,, mode that is degenerate with the TEoll mode for an ideal cylindrical cavity, and which has low Q and nonzero currents going through the joints. This mode separation was realized by the pumping hole located at the center of the top plate, which shifted the TM,,, mode to lower frequency and affected the TEetr mode very little. As shown in Fig. 1 , microwave energy was coupled into and out of the cavity by two loops at the ends of two coaxial cables. TLvo coupling holes on the top plate to accommodate these two loops are symmetrically located at regions where magnetic fields are maximum. By changing the vertical positions of coupling loops, the coupling strength could be nicely adjusted to obtain the weak-coupling state required for accurate measurements of Q over a very wide range (lo '-109) . To achieve a proper heating or cooling rate, the cavity was surrounded by a jacket filled with proper amount of helium gas inside. By using a heater wound on the cavity, its temperature could be varied from the bath temperature (liquid-4He at 4.2 K or liquid-N2 at 77 K) up to at least 200 K.
B. Magnetic-field configuration
A solenoid coil was wound using the jacket as a form, and was used for providing the ac modulation field. The modulation fields had frequencies from 20 to 1000 Hz, and magnitudes from 1 mOe to 100 Oe. In addition the cavity +sample+jacket could be surrounded by a variety of coils producing steady magnetic fields from 0.1 Oe to 7 T. This was usually achieved using (i) a copper solenoid for HC300, (ii) a homemade superconducting Nb solenoid for H<2000 Oe, and (iii) a commercial NbTi magnet purchased from Oxford Instruments, capable of providing fields up to 7 T. The field geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . Both the static field and the modulation field were perpendicular to the film, while the microwave field was parallel to the plane of the film. To provide a strong enough modulation current, the ac current from the signal generator was amplified by a power amplifier which could be saturated slightly and gave a dc offset in the modulation current. An electrolyte capacitor was used to block this dc component. The output of the power amplifier was then split into two branches. While one of them went to the lock-in as the reference signal, the other one was used to drive the modulation coil. The wave form and the amplitude of the modulation current were monitored by the voltage across a sample resistor of 1 0.
C. Locking circuitry
At the heart of the experiment is a self-lock circuit, which can lock the microwave source to the cavity and guarantee that the output amplitude is proportional to the loaded Q value of the cavity. The circuit consists of a doubleheterodyne phase-lock loop (Fig. 2) , with an inner microwave phase-lock loop, and an outer i.f. loop which also enables easy measurement of amplitude and frequency."*"
The function of the microwave loop is to lock on the resonant frequency of a cavity, and is realized in the following way. It consists of the cavity, a microwave source S (HP8341B synthesizer sweeper), two microwave amplifiers &,,I and &,z, two mixers M, and M2, and phase shifter P. The sapphire loaded copper cavity is a high Q resonator (in contrast to the EPR setup) with a typical Q value of 10" and works as a narrow-bandpass filter. Its output sharply peaks at its resonance frequency. The flowing direction of the loop is determined by those amplifiers. After amplification by A,t, the microwave signal from S is split into two arms. One of them is mixed by mixer M, with the output of the cavity to give an intermediate frequency (i.f.) signal at frequency of fo-fc, where f. is the frequency of the source which was usually kept higher than f, , the resonant frequency of cavity. The other branch of the source signal at f. goes through phase shifter P and is mixed by mixer M, with the i.f. signal
to produce a microwave signal at f, [ = f o-(fo-f,)]. A dynamic steady state is spontaneously established when the loop is closed, provided the loop oscillation conditions are satisfied. Once the oscillation is established, the input microwaves coupled into the cavity will be locked on its resonant frequency, even though the source frequency was kept constant throughout the experiment. The phase shifter was used to make sure that the loop phase change is zero or a multiple of 2n-to satisfy the loop oscillation condition. Compared to other kinds of phase lock loops, ours has a nice control of frequency and power with the source in the microwave loop. We note that the circuitry can be used to lock to both superconducting and normal cavities with widely varying Q's (from 10J to 109).
The i.f. loop serves two important functions. First, it enables the circuit to remain locked to the cavity frequency without changing the source frequency, as described above. Equally important, it is employed to guarantee that the amplitude of the i.f. signal is proportional to the Q value of cavity and then the output of the lock-in detector is a measure of the field derivative of surface resistance R,, rather than of the power absorbed P. It basically consists of two rf amplifiers A, and A,, an attenuator T, and a power limiter L. The coupler and the oscilloscope connected to it were used to monitor the wave shape of the i.f. signal which must have a single frequency with a good sinusoidal shape. Another usage of this monitoring branch will be mentioned next. The power limiter is the key element in this loop. Provided that the input of the limiter is between its threshold power and its maximum power, its output power will be roughly a constant. This constant output, together with the constant power from the up branch of the source, leaves the output power of mixer Ma, and hence the input power of the cavity, a constant. As shown later, this is crucial to make sure that the amplitude of cavity output is proportional to the Q value of the cavity. Since the output of the cavity mixes with a constant amplitude from the down branch of the source, the output of mixer M, and hence the amplitude of the measured signal is proportional to the output amplitude of the cavity. As analyzed in the following section, this finally guarantees that the Iock-in measures (dR,/dH). The attenuator T was used to give proper input power to the power limiter. In practice, the absolute input power of the power limiter L was not measured; rather its output was monitored with the monitoring branch while adjusting the attenuation. With suitable attenuation, the output plateau of the power limiter was obtained within the whole experiment temperature range.
The i.f. signal for measuring was split into two parts. A small part of the signal was coupled out and connected to a frequency counter to measure fa-f, . With known fe, we could obtain f, and its change Af, which is proportional to the change of surface reactance AX,. The major part of the output signal was coupled to the Schottky diode detector that usually worked in the square-law regime in our experiments. The dc component of the output of the diode detector was measured by a multimeter, and the ac or modulated component was measured by a lock-in detector with the modulating current being the reference signal. The former is a measure of surface resistance R,y, and the latter is a measure of (dR,IdH). All the measuring devices, namely, the frequency counter, the multimeter, the lock-in detector, and the temperature controller were hooked up to a PC via a standard IEEE488 bus for automatic measurements.
III. MEASUREMENT OF ABSOLUTE AND MODULATED SURFACE WIPEDANCE
For a cavity working in the weak-coupling regime, the relation Pout=P2Q2Pin holds," where P,,, and P, are output and input powers, respectively, and /I is a constant determined by the coupling. Equivalently, Aout=PQAin, where Aout and A, are output and input amplitudes. The weakcoupling state was achieved by the adjustable coupling loops as described in the previous section. Since Ain or Pin was kept constant by the phase-lock circuitry, Aout is proportional to Q.
In general, the Q value of the loaded cavity will be modulated in an ac field, if the surface resistance of sample is magnetic field dependent. We can write the modulated output amplitude as A(H,,+H, sin w,t)=A(HO)+ =A,+A, sin o,t
as long as the magnitude of the modulation field H,n is reasonably smaller than the dc field H,, where w,,, is the modulation frequency. If the Schottky diode detector works in the square-law regime, its output will be Vd= v(A,$+2A,,A, sin w,t+Aff, sin' wmf) =-l;l(A~+2Agl, sin comt).
We have made use of the fact that A,+A,n. 'Typically, Am/A0 ranged from lop4 to 10F3. v is the conversion factor determined by mixer M,, amplifier A,, and the diode detector. The dc part of Vd was measured by the voltmeter as V= VA& and the ac part of V, was measured by the lock-in as W=2~A,,A,=2~AoHm(dA/dH). To check the relation between A and Q, the Q was separately measured with a HP8510 network analyzer by Q = fo/Sf, where Sf is the 3-dB bandwidth and compared with fi. These were found to be consistent. This proved that A is proportional to Q.
Combining /? and A in as a constant IX, we have A = aQ. Note that A and Aout represent the same quantity, the amplitude of cavity output, and An-A. If the Schottky detector works in the linear regime, the above analysis becomes even simpler. This happens when the input power is larger than a crossover power, which varies from one detector to another. It is well known that the microwave surface resistance can be measured by the cavity technique as R,=r(Q;'-Q,1'), and the change in surface reactance as AX, = y' Af, where Q, , Q,, are the loaded and unloaded Q value of a cavity, respectively, Af the frequency shift, and y and r' the geometric factors which can be calculated based on the geometry of the cavity.12 For the surface reactance, our frequency lock circuit enables more accurate measurements of resonant frequency and hence that of AX. weak. The constant 5 = LY& is temperature and magnetic frequency domain is a peak above a zero baseline that is field independent and can be determined by any single meaindependent of input power. With the specially developed surement of fi/Q, where Q is measured by network anaphase-lock circuit and the adjustable loop coupling, we were lyzer as described above. If one is not concerned with the able to measure the field derivative of R, directly. The high absolute value of R,, rather its temperature or field depen-Q provided us both accurate measurements of AX, and effidence, determination of 5 is not needed. Similarly, we have cient phase lock.
JR,-YS w ---dH 2H, V* From the above equation, one can see that measurements of dR,ldH by our modulation technique are independent of background, since the field dependence of the surface resistance of copper and the loss tangent of sapphire is negligible. This avoids all difficulties in background subtraction and relevant errors.
Compared to subtraction measurements of the field dependence of R, , the modulation and lock-in technique provide both high sensitivity and high reliability. The signal-tonoise ratio is enhanced, since all phase-incoherent noise is averaged out. Some spurious artifacts have small chance to contribute to the final results, because of their incoherent phase and small time scale as discussed next. One can measure the field dependence of R, by sweeping the field at a constant temperature or sweeping temperature in different fields. In the former case, one has difficulty in achieving a really constant temperature, which is crucial for any measurements made near T, . In the latter case, one needs more than one run to do background subtraction and has difficulty in achieving exactly the same conditions in different runs to avoid spurious results. The time scales involved in both cases are much longer than that in modulation method, which is l/f,, about 10 ms for a modulation frequency of 100 Hz.
The modulation and lock-in technique is essentially insensitive to all kinds of slow changes in experimental conditions.
Compared to other modulation techniques such as modulated microwave absorption (MAMMA) based upon an EPR spectrometer, our technique measures the field dependence of R, , rather than P. It is R, which is the more fundamental physical quantity, and which can be calculated from a microscopic theory of the material, while P involves the cavity characteristics also. With an EPR-based setup, one measures the reflectivity of a sample loaded cavity that usually has a low or moderate Q(<103) value that limits the sensitivity of the technique. The signal in the frequency domain is usually a dip below the baseline that depends on the input power of the cavity. As a result, the modulated signal is a measure of the field derivative of absorption power P, which depends not only on the surface resistance of sample R, , but also the microwave current in sample, the input power of the cavity, and the coupling between the waveguide and the cavity. However, the coupling cannot be conveniently adjusted by changing the area of the iris; and the input power of cavity usually is not carefully controlled, unlike in the present method. In a phase-lock loop involving a microwave sweeper or klystron, the input power of the cavity depends not only on the output power of klystron, but also the Q of cavity. In contrast, we measure the transmission of a high (2 (>ld3) cylindrical resonator. The circuit can automatically phase lock to Q's ranging from lo3 to 109. The signal in
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The temperature was usually swept at a constant dc field, and measurements were done during the the cooling runs. {Sometimes, the temperature in a warm up run did not change as steadily as in a cooling run because of the use of the heater). A proper cooling rate, typically 0.1-0.15 Wmin, was achieved by controlling the mount of helium gas inside the jacket. The modulation fields in our experiments typically had a frequency of 100 Hz and a peak amplitude of 5
Oe. By adjusting the source frequency fo, a proper i.f. frequency of 50-120 MHz was achieved, which was higher than the threshold value of the Schottky diode detector (10 MHz), and was lower than the maximum frequency that could be measured by the frequency counter (150 MHz). While the cavity was kept in the weak-coupling state, control of the source power enabled us to get a high enough signalto-noise ratio for accurate measurements.
A typical result of fi of a YBCO film, which should be proportional to Q and a measure of l/R,, is shown in Fig. 3 .
Comparing to the result of fo/Sf for the same YBCO film (see Fig. 2 ), one can see that the Q's measured by fi and fo/Sf are consistent. This establishes a solid base for our method. A typical result of the frequency shift of a YBCO film, which is proportional to AX,, is shown in Fig. 4 . Discussions about the features in the data will be published elsewhere.13
The major contribution of this method is the accurate measurement of dR,/dH, of which a typical result of a YBCO film at three typical fields is shown in Fig. 5 . The inset is the result of the normalized surface impedance at zero field, RJR,, . A sensitivity of about 0.3 m0iT was achieved. Several checks were made to ensure that we were measuring the right signal. The first check we did was to monitor the real part of the lock-in output while adjusting the phase between the signal and the reference signal parallel with the driving current of the modulation coil. It did obey W= W, cos 4. In other words, the modulated signal indeed was measuring the response to the modulation field. The imaginary part, or the out-of-phase component of lock-in output was always much smaller than the in-phase component. The second check we did was to measure the empty cavity. As one would expect, nothing was observed higher than the noise level, which confirmed that the observed signals indeed resulted from superconductivity of the samples. Since we observed an anomalous negative peak in some Y,Ba,Cu307-8 films, we have measured the magnitude and phase besides the real and imaginary parts. The magnitude looked just like the absolute value of the real part as one expected, since the imaginary part was much smaller. The curve of phase versus the temperature was roughly a step function, i.e., the phase was r at temperatures where dR,JdH is negative and 0 at temperatures where dR,JdH was positive. This ruled out the possibility that the negative dR,JdH might be due to artifacts arising from any gradual phase change of signal. We also checked the imaginary part, and found it always to be very small, which pointed to the same conclusion as the phase measurement, since any gradual phase change of signal could have resulted in a significant imaginary part. The negative dR,JdH that means Rs decreases with increasing magnetic field will be discussed elsewhere."
Another check was to reverse the direction of the dc magnetic field. As one can see in ference in magnitude within our experimental accuracy. This means that the output of the lock-in W--+-W, as H-+-H, which is another evidence that we were measuring dR,JdH.
V. APPLICATIONS
It is well known that studies of the magnetic-field response of superconductors provide important information regarding the superconducting state and vortex dynamics, and for practical applications. Two among them are measurements of critical fields H,, and Hc2, and investigations of dynamics of magnetic vortices. If an external field is less than Hcl, it can only penetrate into a type-II superconductor up to penetration depth. Once the field goes beyond the lower critical field Hcl, the tlux will be able to go through the whole type-II superconductor but quantized into magnetic vortices. As a result, the motion of vortices driven by applied current will induce an electric field along the current direction and consequently result in energy loss. Since a significant change of surface resistance is expected for a field passing through Hcl, the field dependence of the surface resistance will give a good measurement of the lower critical field. Although the proposed technique was most conveniently employed to study superconducting films because of the configuration of the cavity, it can also be used to measure bulk samples. Because of demagnetization effects, the effective H,, of high-T, superconducting films are very close to zero. In practice magnetic vortices will be present in superconducting tllms in any applied field. Studies of dynamics of vortices are of importance not only to theoretical understanding but also to industrial applications. The high T,'s, short coherence lengths, and layered structures of the cuprates, make vortex lattices less stable and very mobile near T,. Studies of dynamics of vortices in high-T, cuprates have resulted in much insightI into phenomena such as vortex glass, vortex lattice melting, vortex lattice creep, and the observation of a new field scale H*,3 the crossover field from vortex liquid to vortex solid. It turns out that the measurement of the field dependence of surface impedance is one of the most powerful techniques for these kinds of studies. The technique reported in this paper can provide higher precision, which is required to make more decisive conclusions.
Since most high-T, samples including good films and even single crystals have granular structure, studies of the connections between superconducting grains, i.e., weak links, are of particular importance for understanding the limits to obtaining high critical current or low resistance. On the other hand, behaviors of these Josephson-junction-like weak links can also reveal important information about the high-T, superconducting mechanism. Some interesting theories, such as negatively coupled weak link$ and d-wave junction 1oops,r6 have been proposed to understand many interesting but puzzling observed features of the low-field response of high-T, superconductors. Our method is a very sensitive technique for measurements of low-field dependence of surface resistance of high-T, superconducting films.
VI. MEASUREMENT OF INTERNAL FIELDS
Some theories17 predicted that there may be a spontaneously induced internal magnetic field inside a 2D superconductor, because of breaking of time-reversal symmetry. The current technique can be employed to measure such fields to an accuracy of 0.1 Oe.
Because of P-T symmetry we would expect no difference between a field pointing up and a field pointing down. If we apply an ac field only (H,=O), the sample should response to the positive half period in the same manner as to the negative half period of the modulation field. In other words, the modulated signal will only consist of frequencies equal or higher than the second harmonic. The regular output of the lock-in, the first harmonic, should be zero. Otherwise, it means either the sample responds to the "up" field differently from the "down" field, or more probably, there exists a internal field, or other kinds of static field. If we can obtain zero signal by applying an external dc field, we can conclude that the internal field has the same magnitude but is opposite in direction to the applied field. For example, we could detect the small field arising from the dc offset in the modulation current accurately with this technique. Zero signals were obtained for the whole temperature range after the dc offset was canceled or filtered out. According to our measurements, any spontaneously induced internal field in our YBCO films must be less than 0.1 Oe, the sensitivity of our technique, if it exists. Note that a regular Gaussmeter probe can not measure a macroscopic field inside a sample.
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